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Deliver excellence in eSafety with Bloxx
Simplify CIPA Compliance, Safeguard Students Online, &  
Manage BYOD with Bloxx’s Industry-Leading Web Filter

Bloxx technology delivers the best learning environment without 
compromising e-safety, or over-blocking educational content.

Bloxx enables you to develop a fully managed system, where  
age-appropriate policies can be set, risk is managed, and students  
can benefit from the wealth of resources the Web offers.

Web Filtering
Bloxx education solutions safeguard against inappropriate web browsing, 
eradicate anonymous proxies, manage social media use, simplify BYOD, and 
effectively manage bandwidth to protect network performance.

Bloxx Web Filter—Designed with education in mind

• Real time dynamic content analysis 
and categorization

• Full SSL content inspection
• Enforced safe search
• Real-time search alerts
• YouTube for schools integration
• Flexible policy management
• Social media controls
• Bandwidth control
• Customizable reporting
• Mobile device filtering

• Gateway security
• AUP management controls
• Unlimited technical support
• Online training platform
• CIPA compliant
• Policy management
• Google authentication
• Single sign-on for BYOD
• Multiple deployment options
• Reduced IT management time

Secure Web Gateway
The Bloxx Secure Web Gateway combines all the features 
from the Bloxx Web Filter with industry-leading Sophos 
behavioral technology, to provide unsurpassed filtering and 
protection against inappropriate content, and advanced 
malware protection to minimize threats.

Email Filtering
The Bloxx Email Filter goes far beyond traditional 
spam filtering to provide real-time content analysis and 
categorization of emails based on the top-level domain of the 
sending email address, URL links contained in the email, and 
body text and attached images in the email.

Contact your Account Manager at 800-279-2795 to learn more about Bloxx.

Ask about our Deal Reg 
program—10% discount 

on $10K+ orders!
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AN ICONIC ACTION CAMERA  
FROM AN ICONIC BRAND
This versatile, high-performance Polaroid Cube is sheer 
fun. The camera is tiny, cute, easy to use, and produces 
great photos and videos! With a 124 degree wide-angle 
lens shooting 720p/1080p video at 30fps, users can 
capture every bike ride, camping trip, or concert.

Users can take their Cube scuba 
diving, water rafting, or swimming 
with the Cube waterproof case. The 
case easily attaches to the tripod, 
helmet, bike, or strap mount, so go 
ahead and make a splash.

The Cube bumper case adds 
extra protection while maintaining 
the charm of the action camera. 
The silicone case features an 
aluminum carabineer that makes 
this camera wearable.

Color DSC# Vendor#
Blue 68965 POLC3BL
Black 68964 POLC3BK
Red 68966 POLC3R

SRP $99.99  |  Cost $83.33
Visit dstewart.com to see all  
accessories available.
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NETOP®

Vision™ & Vision™ Pro Classroom 
Management Software
The easiest and most effective way to teach with technology, Vision 
is the worldwide leader in classroom management software, and is 
proven to improve student performance. Vision provides on-screen 
demonstration and teaching tools that ignite interest, focus attention 
and improve learning outcomes. Upgrade to Vision Pro and get 
the Learning Center (web-based assessment tool), Vision Mobile 
(remote control of teacher iPad®), plus additional features.

NETOP® 

Vision™ ME iPad® Classroom Workflow App
Designed for iPad classrooms, Vision ME equips teachers with the tools to inspire and 
communicate with students learning on an iPad. Demonstrate lessons, chat, and share files to 
improve classroom workflow and advance learning outcomes. 

The Worldwide Leader in Classroom  
Management Software
With an install base of over 6 million classroom devices, Netop is the leader in 
classroom management. Netop software helps schools transform education to 
improve learning outcomes with tools that make teaching with technology easier 
and more effective. Netop software helps teachers engage students, ignite their 
interest, focus attention, guide learning, and has been proven to improve learning 
outcomes.

Description DSC# SRP Cost
Vision Pro Class Kit 1 Teacher: 15 Students VPCK15-B $649.00  $576.89
Vision Pro Class Kit 1 Teacher: UNL Students VPCKUN-B $973.00  $864.89
Vision Class Kit 1 Teacher: 15 Students VCK15-850 $499.00 $443.56 
Vision Class Kit 1 Teacher: UNL Students VCKUN-850 $749.00 $665.78
Vision ME 1 year subscription: 1-49 students VISION-ME-1 $7.50 $6.67
Vision ME 1 year subscription: 250-499 students VISION-ME-250 $5.40 $4.80

To learn more about Netop’s Deal Registration Program,  
please contact your Account Manager at 800-279-2795.
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GRAPHS EASY AS 1, 2, 3
1.) Align Coordimate with the paper with the built-in alignment guides.
2.) Press the button of the self-inking stamp.
3.) Voilà, users have a perfect Cartesian graph in seconds.

MEET THE COORDIMATE  
CARTESIAN GRAPH MAKER
A self-inking, quick-drying, pocket-sized 
stamp that makes the perfect Cartesian Graph

Both sizes available in yellow, red, and blue.
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Outdoor Tech strives to blend modern lifestyles in the age of mobility with a drive to be 
outside. Their portable tech solutions allow users to stay connected but not tethered. Let your 
students experience the lightweight and durable wireless solutions of Outdoor Tech.

Students trust the household name of Monster Digital. Their data storage products continue 
to stay up-to-date with technology trends delivering the latest technology with high 
performance.

Meeting the needs of students, Allsop provides optimal computer accessories. From laptop 
and monitor stands to memory foam mouse pads, users will always enjoy the quality, 
design and ingenuity of Allsop products.

With the power of a personal computer in a tablet, iView Windows tablets meet the 
demand of the education channel. Students can work on documents or access files from 
almost anywhere with a wireless connection!

Extending across wireless and cellular mobile markets, iWalk products emphasize Apple® 
and smart phone products. From exceptional engineering to beautiful design, their high-
performing mobile accessories provide desired mobile functionalities to users.

Creating the industry standard, Crane Hardware is a professional manufacturer taking 
laptops to new heights. Making versatile laptop and equipment stands, Crane hardware 
offers light-weight, durable, and portable laptop, tablet, and electronic device stands.

Customizable and foldable, students love sunglasses by Glass-U.  Match your schools colors 
or stick with the original Glass-U  color selection—there is something for everyone. 

Dane-Elec creates some of the best tools to access data, whatever kind it is! From streaming 
photos at a family reunion, to looking at high-resolution fossils, Dane-Elec offers affordable, 
durable, and fun products!

Stay connected with Fusebox, providing mobile solutions that cater to high-demand tech 
products students’ love. Each connector, adapter, and device accessory is designed for 
maximum flexibility and speed.

Aircom’s patented airtube technology is one-of-a-kind. Bringing a unique experience to the 
traditional in-ear headphone, their earbuds deliver a “live” like listening experience that is 
unmatched. Aircom headphones truly deliver.

– 2015 Spring RecapNew Vendors
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Mophie is a national leader in mobile battery cases, providing power, protection, and style. 
The award winning design gives users a longer lasting battery life for their smartphone so 
they can juice up when they’re in a pinch. Mophie lets users rock, talk, surf, and send all 
day long.

GadgetTrak Laptop Security is focused on theft recovery and data protection. They will put 
users’ minds at ease with their easy to use location software. Connecting technology with 
GadgetTrak Laptop Security today offers security for digital information.

Find keys, phone, pets, and even kids with FIND’s Bluetooth® tag. The FIND by SenseGiz 
is a durable and compact tag which can be used to prevent misplacing and losing objects 
like key, bags, phones, laptops etc.

Say goodbye to tangled cords with Recoil Automatic Cord Winders, a retractable cord 
organizer designed to automatically wind and store cords, keeping them tangle free and 
ready to use. Use Recoil Winders with headphones and earbuds, phone chargers, USB 
cords, and camera chargers. 

Tops Products offer a wide variety of office products and organization solutions to make 
organizing easier than ever. The quality and style of Tops Products will leave your users 
wanting more.

With over 100 years of innovation in the office supply industry, BOSTITCH knows what 
works best. From stapling to punching and sharpening, their wide variety of products will 
cover most office needs.

These easy-to-use powerful home, school, and office products are high quality and low 
maintenance. Their products come in a wide variety of translucent colors that will spruce up 
any desk!

Be prepared for those minor repairs around the office, school, or home with top-quality 
tools by STANLEY. With tools ranging in size and purpose, users will find a tool to fit their 
needs.

STAEDTLER, with decades of experience, has perfected writing instruments to provide the 
flawless balance of tradition and innovation. Their high quality writing instruments will 
inspire users to continue writing, drawing, and creating!

Looking for a battery charge? Rayovac also offers a wide variety of electronic and alkaline 
batteries great for any gadget. Rayovac is an expert manufacturer in power so your users 
never have to worry about being out of power again.

– 2015 Winter RecapNew Vendors
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iChoice products are developed to help everyone monitor their wellness and health. The 
aim is to empower people and get them to know and keep their health and wellness. One’s 
body tells everything about one’s health anywhere, and iChoice products can help collect 
and upload that data to the free iChoice App. Fitness data can be viewed and shared 
anytime through a smartphone or computer.

ClaroRead is a highly effective, multi-sensory software solution for supporting reading and 
writing, and is designed with maximum simplicity and flexibility for all ages and abilities. 
ClaroRead can speak practically any on-screen text out loud, and is perfectly integrated 
with Microsoft® Word.

Jaybird headphones are premium Bluetooth® earbuds designed with the athlete in mind. 
Jaybird delivers a level of purity and sound that rivals and challenges even the very best 
headphones. It’s tuned for studio-quality performance and its Puresound™ technology 
eliminates listener fatigue.

Innovation and Convergence
Honestech

Stopmotion Studio™ from Honestech allows students of any age to experience the thrill of 
hands-on learning by creating their own stop-motion animated video by capturing images 
of clay, action figures, still photos, and drawings.

Now students can take their iPhone® photos to amazing new depths with portable 
lenses from Olloclip. These award-winning photo lenses work seamlessly with Facebook, 
Instagram, Flickr, and every other student-loved photo and video app!

The Quizdom virtual response (QVR) solution allows teachers to get the most out of web-
enabled devices including iPad® devices, laptops, and tablets, by providing curriculum and 
assessment tools proven to increase learning outcomes.

Design-driven and colorful, Skech makes iDevice accessories for the trendy and the techie. 
Outfitting iPad, iPad® Air and iPad® Mini, Skech covers are available in a variety of colors.

– 2014 Fall RecapNew Vendors
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Product Guide

2402 Advance Road
Madison, WI 53718 VendorNew

The 2015 Back-to-School Product 
Guide is Now Available!

Click to see the full collection of back-to-school products  
your students will be asking for!

0469.07.2015
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